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How Klan-Zionist terror operates today 
Medford Evans's call for an alliance between the ex

treme right and the Zionist lobby in the September 

issue of the John Birch Society's American Opinion 

magazine does not merely acknowledge the long

standing fact of the support and funding by such Zion

ist organizations as B'nai B'rith and the Anti-Defama

tion League of the Ku Klux Klan. the American Nazi 

Party. and similar racist and anti-Semitic organiza

tions. 

More importantly. the article is intended to help pro

voke a factional regroupment of the U.S. right wing 

which will set the stage for a renewed upsurge of Klan 

and other right-wing violence and terrorism. On the 

one hand. it is planned. semi-respectable elements 

like the Birch Society membership will be able to ally 

openly with the social democrats of the American 

Jewish Committee for an attack upon the "Georgia 

Mafia" grouping within the Carter Administration. 

and for a return to a cold war foreign policy. On the 

other hand. the ADL-coordinated Klan and neo-Nazi 

gangs which constitute the "anti-Semitic" right 

(epitomized by the case of Frank "Cohen" Collin. the 

Jewish-born "Fuhrer" of the National Socialist Party 

of America) are being geared up for a major outbreak 

of terrorism within the United States. playing upon 

right-vs.-left. J ew-vs.-Nazi profiled lines. 

Committee of Ten Million 
According to sources in regular contact with Evans. 

both Evans and Birch leader Larry McDonald - a 

Democratic congressman from Georgia - are collab

orating directly with Robert DePugh. head of the 

defunct Minutemen paramilitary operation. to form a 

"Committee of Ten Million." Ostensibly intended for 

massive right-wing intervention into the 1980 presi

dential election. the Committee's primary purpose. 

sources within the U.S. intelligence community 

report. is to serve as a cover for massive "dirty 

tricks" similar to those carried out jointly by DePugh. 

McDonald. and Buckleyite political hatchetman 

Richard Viguerie to head off effective conservative 

opposition to President Carter and to cover up the vote 

fraud carried out by Carter's Zionist lobby supporters 

in the 1976 election. 

A primary function of the Committee will be to 

reactivate the networks of professional assassins and 

terrorists who were the core of DePugh's Minutemen 

operation. Glen Turner, who ran the notorious Cos cot 

cosmetics pyramiding swindle in Florida, has been 

deployed to provide DePugh and Co. with behavior 

motivational techniques to build an army of what 

DePugh is calling "patriots for profit," as a cover for 

this deadly capability. 

Reliable sources within the Committee report that 

funds raised by these "conservative supersalesmen" 

and laundered funds both from Croatian Ustashi net

works (organized out of the former secret police of the 

Quisling government of the Nazi-occupied "Indepen

dent State of Croatia") and from the ADL. have 

already been funneled into reactivating former 

Minutemen hit teams. It is known that DePugh has 

given orders to one such team to begin the profiling 

and other preliminary steps for an assassination 

attempt upon Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr., chairman of 

the U.S. Labor Party. 

19608 violence 
The Zionist-right wing terrorist potential represented 

in this regroupment is no idle danger. In the violence

ridden 1960s civil rights era, Evans's "White Citizens' 

Councils" - which had several Zionist lobby agents in 

key leadership posts - were the bulwark of the Klan. 

Sources in the Klan suspect one of these Zionist 

agents, who occupied a treasurer's post in the 

Citizens' Councils, of laundering funds supplied by the 

Anti-Defamation League into the racist group. 

According to former Klan leader Roy Frankhouser. 

who was among the first to expose the manipulation of 

both sides in the civil rights conflict by British-Zionist 

lobby agents, the ADL collaborated with John Doar. 

the Kennedys' chief civil rights troubleshooter. to plot 

a triple assassination of civil rights figures in 1964 at 

the height of "Mississippi Summer," when thousands 

of civil rights organizers trained under grants from 

the Field Foundation. Stern Foundation. James P. 

Warburg and others were flooding the South. Had this 

assassination plot not been aborted by members of the 

U.S. intelligence community. it would have pitched 

the U.S. into bloody chaos and confusion. 

The intended targets of the 1964 conspiracy were the 

three young civil rights organizers. Michael 

Schwerner. Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney, 

who were found murdered near Philadelphia, Miss., 

on Aug. 4, 1964; Sam Bowers. Imperial Wizard of the 

Mississippi White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan; and 

Martin Luther King. Delmar Dennis. the key agent 

within the Klan who helped arrange this plot. was 

later employed by the John Birch Society. Birch 

leaders John Rees and Herbert Rommerstein were 

implicated in the resurrection of this triple 

assassination plot scenario in 1968 which ignited a 

wave of urban riots. 

It was also Frankhouser who, in a 1976 expose in the 

Washington Star. first revealed the fact that Gary 

Thomas Rowe, the government's star witness against 

the Klan murderers of civil rights organizer Viola 
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Liuzzo. had himself committed this murder and other 
violent acts that were pinned on duped Klansmen. 

Rowe was an agent for John Doar and. through him. of 

the Zionist lobby. 

Robert Shelton. who has inherited this tradition as 

Imperial Wizard of the United Klans of America and 

who works closely with DePugh and The Committee. 
is controlled by the same Zionist-right wing networks. 

Typifying the lines of this control is the case of Eugene 
Tabbhut. who. as Chief of the Klan Bureau of 
Investigation in the 1960s. determined who was and 

was not an "agent" and. therefore. the composition of 
Shelton's United Klans of America. FBI documents 

released under the Freedom of Information Act 

indicate that throughout his career Tabbhut was an 
agent of the American Jewish Committee and the 

Anti-Defamation League, whose activities also 
included the theft of documents from the office of an 

opponent of Zionist lobby Congressman Bill Green in 
Philadelphia for publication in the Philadelphia 
Inquirer, then owned by Walter Annenberg. a Zionist 

lobby leader and former U.S. Ambassador to Great 
Britain. 

Tabbhut was also in the employ of the British
controlled pretender to the throne of Yugoslavia. King 
Peter II. in the 1960s when the "king." who resided in 

the United States. broke off from the Russian branch 
of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem to form his own 

Knights of Malta group. This new Knights of Malta 

grouping joined together elements of the Croatian 
Ustashi and other Eastern European fascist groups. 

with Zionist lobby financial support. Such 
collaboration between the Zionist lobby and Nazi war 

criminals and similar strata in the U.S. is not unusual. 

The ADL gave its "torch of freedom" human rights 

award to Rev. Vladimir Klodnycky in Newark, N.J .. 

ostensibly for saving Jewish lives during pogroms in 

1919 in the Ukraine. By his own account. Klodnycky. at 
the time a major in the notoriously anti-Semitic White 

Russian armed forces. also imprisoned Jews until 
they had met his extortionary demand for 1 million 

karbovantsi ransom. Again. when the U.S. Labor 

Party sought to expose the war crimes record of two 

"ex-Ustashi" in Cleveland. Ohio. the local Anti

Defamation League official who confirmed their war 

record was fired when he discovered that the ADL 

headquarters in N.Y. had likewise given them awards. 

and he demanded an explanation. 

"Secret army of England" 
According to intelligence community sources privy to 

the founding of DePugh's Minutemen. the 

organization had nothing to do with the irregular 
forces of the American Revolutionary Army by that 
name. but was modeled in fact upon the Secret Army 
of England. The Secret Army of England was 

deployed as a strikebreaking force in that country in 
the 1920s. and elements of it were later incorporated 
into Fabian Sir Oswald Mosely's British Union of 
Fascists with support of the British nobility. While 
many otherwise patriotic members of the U.S. 
intelligence community were involved with the 
Minutemen in the belief that it was a last gasp defense 

in the event of war or a weapon against British 
"Fabian" networks in the U.S .. effective control was 
exercised by the then head of the domestic branch of 
the CIA. Tracy Barnes. who is a member of the British 

Knights of Malta. and by the dubious former CIA 
counterintelligence chief James Angleton. 

Under the direction of Angleton. whose motives are 
still unclear. and of certain "Buckleyite" layers within 

the intelligence community. the Minutemen became a 

manpower pool for every kind of international 

destabilization and terror operation. T�ese included 

aid to joint efforts by Israeli intelligence and Black 

Maltese forces in Europe in repeated attempts to 

assassinate French President Charles de Gaulle. 
using the Algerian Secret Army Organization as 

hitmen. Contaminated elements of the Minutemen 
show up repeatedly with Clay Shaw of the Bronfman 

family's Permidex Corporation around the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. in a 

manner which has yet to be seriously explored. 
Furthermore. a "Minutemen" training camp in New 
Orleans. donated by associates of Israeli Mossad's 
Mafia chieftain Meyer Lansky. has been publicly 

implicated in several attempts to assassinate Fidel 
Castro. Much more concerning these operations could 

be said. but the essential point is that the Minutemen 

had nothing to do with the national security of the 
United States. They were in fact a major vehicle for 

carrying out international "black operations." 

It was the Minutemen too who throughout the 1960s 

played an integral role in contrived warfare with 

terrorist gangs coordinated by the "left-wing" 

Institute for Policy Studies (with which DePugh was 
actually,in direct liaison). following the model of 

British "surrogate warfare" operations. This 

"surrogate warfare." involving both the "antiwar" 
and civil rights movements. culminated for the 
Minutemen in 1968. with a complete takeover of the 
organization and establishment of total control over 
the brainwashed DePugh by Kennedy holdovers in the 

Justice Department. in collaboration with the ADL. 
- Scott Thompson 
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